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Abstract

Medical dialogue information extraction is becoming an in-
creasingly significant problem in modern medical care. It
is difficult to extract key information from electronic medi-
cal records (EMRs) due to their large numbers. Previously,
researchers proposed attention-based models for retrieving
features from EMRs, but their limitations were reflected in
their inability to recognize different categories in medical di-
alogues. In this paper, we propose a novel model, Expert Sys-
tem and Attention for Labelling (ESAL). We use mixture
of experts and pre-trained BERT to retrieve the semantics
of different categories, enabling the model to fuse the differ-
ences between them. In our experiment, ESAL was applied
to a public dataset and the experimental results indicated that
ESAL significantly improved the performance of Medical In-
formation Classification. The code is available at here. 1

Introduction
Increasingly, hospitals are prioritizing Medical Dialogue In-
formation Extraction (MDIE) due to the adoption of Elec-
tronic Health Records (EHR). Using MDIE, detailed med-
ical information can be extracted from doctor-patient con-
versations. MDIE can be viewed as a multi-label classifica-
tion problem made up of different classes and their status la-
bels. Specifically, the data set we used in this paper includes
symptoms, surgeries, tests, and other information.

Medical dialogue information extraction has received an
increasing amount of attention from scholars, and various
approaches have been developed. Finley et al. converted
Doctor-patient dialogues to electronic medical records, but
no solution is proposed. As a result, 186 symptom codes and
their corresponding statuses were defined as a new task. By
proposing two novel models, Du et al. were able to solve
this problem. The first model was a span-attribute tagging
model, and the second was a sequence-to-sequence model.
Even though they covered a wide range of symptoms in
their data set, they didn’t consider other critical medical in-
formation. As a means of incorporating more medical in-
formation, Zhang et al. proposed a novel dataset that in-
cludes four main categories, namely symptoms, surgeries,
tests, and other information. Furthermore, they predefined

1https://anonymous.4open.science/r/
Expert-System-and-Attention-for-Labelling-8B14/

several specific items with corresponding statuses. In addi-
tion, they proposed a novel method of annotation, the sliding
window technique, so that the dialogues included within the
document could contain the proper amount of information.
Meanwhile, they developed a Medical Information Extrac-
tor (MIE) for multi-turn dialogues. A matching mechanism
was used to match dialogues between predefined category-
item representations and status representations. The utter-
ance’s category-item information is exploited to match its
most suitable status in a window to aggregate its category-
item and corresponding status information.

With the help of mixture of experts (Jacobs et al.
(1991);Ma et al. (2018);Zhuang et al. (2020)), we propose
a model called Expert System and Attention for Labeling
(ESAL) that extracts various representations of dialogue to
address the different categories within the dialogue. To get
category-specific representations, we first use BERT (De-
vlin et al. (2018)) to extract contextual representations of
the dialogue and feed them to the category-specific BiLSTM
(Schuster and Paliwal (1997)) expert. After that, we calcu-
late the attention value between the encoded candidate rep-
resentation and the encoded dialogue representation in order
to obtain the candidates. In a similar manner, we calculate
the status using the same attention mechanism.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contribu-
tions:

• This paper proposes an expert system attention for la-
belling model for extracting medical dialogue informa-
tion. Each specified category can be captured in terms of
the utterance representation.

• In this study, we introduce an expert system that effec-
tively strengthens the understanding of doctor-patient di-
alogue. To facilitate understanding, we also introduce a
learnable embedding layer.

• On a widely used medical dialogue dataset, we perform
extensive experiments. On window-level evaluation, our
model scores 70.00, while on dialogue-level evaluation, it
scores 72.17. On the benchmark dataset, it outperforms
the state-of-the-art approaches by a significant margin,
demonstrating its effectiveness.
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Related Work
Medical Dialogue Information Extraction
Medical Dialogue Information Extraction has attracted in-
creasing scholar attention due to the growing priority of
building Electronic Health Records in hospitals. (Wachter
and Goldsmith Xu) The first public doctor-patient dialogue
dataset was proposed by Zhang et al.. The dataset was ob-
tained from from a popular Chinese online medical consul-
tation website, Chunyu-Doctor 2. They converted the dataset
into dialogue forms and labeled the utterances with 4 prede-
fined categories, symptom, test, surgeries, and other infor-
mation, as well as their corresponding status. They formu-
lated the information extraction task as a multi-label classi-
fication problem and proposed a novel deep matching model
called MIE. MIE first encoded the dialogue and the prede-
fined candidates through a LSTM network (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber (1997)). Then, MIE treats both the encoded
category-item and status representation as queries to calcu-
late the attention values toward the original utterances in the
deep matching module. After obtaining the desired attention
values, the category-item information of the utterance is ex-
ploited to match its status in a aggregate module. Since this
dataset currently is the largest dataset with well-designed la-
bels, our model also uses this dataset as a benchmark.

Expert System
Expert system is composed of many separate networks, each
of which learns to handle a subset of the complete set of
training cases (Jacobs et al. (1991)). The ensemble of indi-
vidual experts has proven to be able to improve performance
(Caruana (1993);Hinton et al. (2015)). Then, Eigen, Ran-
zato, and Sutskever and Shazeer et al. made the mixtures
of experts system into a basic building block. Expert sys-
tem has been applied to various fields, such as multi-domain
fake news detection (Nan et al. (2021)) and recommendation
systems (Ma et al. (2018)).

Approach
In this section, we will elaborate the architecture of ESAL.
The architecture is shown in figure 1. ESAL is composed of
4 different stages: 1). Embedding layer 2). Expert informa-
tion extraction Layer 3). Self-Attention labelling Layer 4).
Output Layer.

Embedding layer
For each doctor-patient dialogue, we first tokenize its con-
tent with Bert Tokenizer (Devlin et al. (2018)). We then
add special tokens for classification (i.e.,[cls]) as well as
separation (i.e.,[sep]) to obtain a list of tokens X =
[[cls], token1, token2, ..., tokenn, [sep]]. We then feed the
list of tokens into BERT to obtain word embedding V =
BERT (X). Similarly, we perform the same operation on
the candidates for matching to obtain the embedding U =
BERT (Q) for query Q.

2https://www.chunyuyisheng.com

Expert information extraction layer
With the advantage of Mixture-of-Experts, we employ mul-
tiple experts (i.e., network) to extract category-specific and
status-specific representations of the utterance. We select the
bidirectional long short-term memory network (BiLSTM)
(Schuster and Paliwal (1997)) with attention mechanism
(Vaswani et al. (2017)) as our individual network. BiLSTM
has been widely used to extract contextual text features.

The equation below denotes the process for encoding each
dialogue, where i indicates the output from the ith category
expert.

HC [i], HS = BiLSTM(V ), BiLSTM(U) (1)

HC [i] consists of the contextual representation of embed-
ding V specific to category i.

For candidates in the form of {Category : Item −
Status}, we denote the Cartesian product between item and
status given the category as QC . We then feed Qc to the cor-
responding category expert to obtain the embedding and ap-
ply self-attention to the embedding to obtain a single vector
CC that compresses the information of the entire sequence
in a weighted way. The procedures above can be described
with the following equation, where σ = exp(i)∑n

i=1 exp(i) denotes
the softmax operation.

UC [i], US = BiLSTM(QC), BiLSTM(QS)

AC [i], AS =WUC [i] + b,WUS + b

PC [i], PS = σ(AC [i]), σ(AS)

CC , CS =

n∑
i

(PC [i]UC [i]),

n∑
i

(PSUS)

(2)

Self-Attention Labeling Layer
We employ self-attention to capture the most relevant can-
didate features from the utterance representation, where the
candidate representation is treated as a query to calculate the
attention value QC towards the category specific utterance
representation. Similarly, the candidate status representation
is treated as another query to calculate the attention value
toward the original utterances to obtain the most relevant
status features from utterance representation.

PC [i], PS [i] = σ(CC [i]HC [i]), σ(CS [i]HS)

QC [i], QS [i] =

n∑
j

(PC [i, j]HC [i, j]),

n∑
j

(PS [i, j]HS [i, j])

(3)

To assign the correct candidates to each dialogue window,
we need to match everyQC [i] with the correspondingQS [i].
The category-item pair information and the status informa-
tion does not necessarily appear in the same dialogue win-
dow, so we need to take the interactions between utterances
among multiple dialogue windows into consideration. The
process can be described with following equation, where
concat denotes the concatenate operation:

https://www.chunyuyisheng.com


Figure 1: Model Architecture

C[i] = σ(QC [i]WQS [i])

Q̂S [i] =

n∑
j=1

(C[i, j]QS [i])

F [i] = concat(C[i], Q̂S [i])

(4)

The output of the equation above gives the candidate in-
formation assigned to the doctor patient dialogue U .

Output Layer
We use the output from the Self-Attention Labeling Layer,
(i.e.F[i]) to generate the output for our model. Using a feed-
forward network, we can project the utterance’s represen-
tation F[i] onto the 355 corresponding candidate positions,
and then apply a softmax function to select the final pre-
diction label. The process can be described with the follow-
ing equations, where f denotes the feedforward network and
hθ(x) =

1
1+e−θT x

denotes the sigmoid function:

s[i] = f(F [i])

y = hθ(max(s[i]))
(5)

Loss Function
We adopt the cross entropy loss as our loss function. The
function is defined as the following equation:

L =
1

I × J
∑
i

∑
j

−yij ln (ŷij) + (1− yij) ln (1− ŷij)

(6)

The yij denotes label of jth candidate from the ith label.I
denotes the number of samples and J denotes the number of
candidates. ŷij denotes the ground truth value of label yij .

Experiments
In this section, we will conduct experiments on the MIE
dataset (Zhang et al. (2020)). We will firstly describe the
dataset and evaluation metrics. Then we will present results
with a case study of the experiment.

Dataset Description
We evaluate our model on a public dataset MIE (Zhang et
al. (2020)). An example of a dialogue window is illustrated
in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Dialogue Window

Role Dialogue

Patient: Doctor, is it premature beat?
Doctor: Yes, Do you feel short breath?
Patient: No. Should I do radio frequency ablation?
Doctor: You should. Any discomfort in chest?
Patient: I always have bouts of pain.

The annotation of the sliding window dialogue is com-
posed of several labels in the form of {Category : Item−
Status}. An example of the annotated label is given in table
2.
Category contains four main categories (Symptom,

Surgery, Test, and Other Info). Item stands for the frequent
items with respect to each category. There are 45, 4, 16,
and 6 items, respectively. The status is defined as doctor-
pos, doctor-neg, patient-pos, patient-neg, or unknown. There
are in total 1,120 dialogues, resulting in 18,212 windows.
The data is divided into train/develop/test sets of size
800/160/160 for dialogues and 12,931/2,587/2,694 for win-
dows respectively. In total, there are 46,151 annotated labels,



averaging 2.53 labels in each window, 41.21 labels in each
dialogue.

Table 2: Dialogue Annotation

Category Item(Status)

Symptom: Premature beat (doctor-pos)
Test: Electrocardiogram (patient-pos)
Symptom: Cardiopalmus (patient-neg)
Symptom: Dyspnea (patient-neg)
Surgery: Radiofrequency ablation (doctor-pos)
Symptom: Chest pain (patient-pos)

Evaluation Metrics
We use the precision, recall, and F1 score to evaluate our
results. We also follow the evaluation metrics Zhang et al.
employed to further analyze the model behavior.

Window-level: The results of each segmented window are
evaluated and reported by the micro-average of all windows
in the test set.

Dialogue-level: We merge the results with the same cate-
gory and item of all the windows in the same dialogue. For
category-item pair with multiple status assigned, we replace
the unknown status with any other status occurred and re-
place the negative status with positive status if occurred.

Figure 2: Symptom Expert Attention Heat Map

Main Results
The experimental results are show in Table 1. From the table,
we can make the following observations.

On both the window-level and dialogue level evaluation,
Our model outperforms other models in most metrics. On

Figure 3: Test Exper Attention Heat Map

window-level Full evaluation, our method has the perfor-
mance improved by 5.4% compared to the MIE-multi in
F1 score. On dialogue-level full evaluation, our method
achieves an improvement of 4.17% in F1 score. These re-
sults demonstrate that the ESAL is performing better com-
pared to the previous state-of-the-art model.

On Window-level evaluation, our model outperforms
other models significantly in Category and Item evaluation.
For Category evaluation, Our model has a performance im-
provement of 16.90% in F1 score. For Item evaluation, our
model has a improvement of 21.65% in F1 score. Also, the
improvement on Precision and Recall are significant. These
results demonstrate that ESAL is able to extract a better
domain-specific representation of the utterance.

Case Analysis
In this section, we perform an analysis on a specific case
to verify the effectiveness of the mixture of experts. We
did a data visualization on the attention value from Symp-
tom expert and Test expert on the same utterance in graph
2 and graph 3. Brighter Color suggests a higher attention
value. The label for the utterance is {Symptom: high blood
pressure- doctor-pos, Symptom: heart disease-unkown, Test:
electrocardiogram-pos}. As we can see from graph 2, the
highest attention value comes from ”Yes”, which suggests
that our Symptom Expert captures the status information
correctly. It also captures the status information for heart
disease. Similarly, the test expert has captured the item and
status. These two outputs gave category specific attention
value on different items, thus proved the effectiveness of our
model in capturing category-specific representations.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposes an expert system attention for la-
belling model for extracting medical dialogue information,



which utilizes two techniques: mixture of experts and an
embedding layer. Experimental results on a public available
dataset have shown that ESAL has the ability to capture cat-
egory specific utterance representations and has better un-
derstanding of doctor-patient dialogue compared to previous
models. For future work, We plan to investigate the interac-
tion between doctor and patient to handle the pronoun am-
biguity.
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